The case-based reasoning paradigm has been widely used to provide computer support for recalling and adapting known designs to novel design situations. Case-based reasoning adaptation algorithms generally rely on domain knowledge and heuristics in order to change past designs to solve new problems. Unfortunately, the amount of domain-specific knowledge and domain-and task-specific heuristics needed for such case adaptation is usually quite large. In contrast, in our current work we are exploring the use of a generalpurpose, knowledge-lean method based on genetic algorithms for the subtask of case adaptation. We are developing the methodology for the conceptual structural design of tall buildings.
Introduction
Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) is a reasoning paradigm used in Artificial Intelligence to build systems that use knowledge in the form of previous experiences as the basis for solving new problems. Because human designers heavily rely on past experience when confronted with new problems, particularly in the conceptual design phase, employing CBR is a useful way to provide computer support for design. Applying case-based reasoning to design requires a consideration of the design process and how this influences the development of representations of design cases and case-based reasoning operators [1] . In our work, design cases represent the structural design of specific high rise buildings.
The main "reasoning cycle" employed by a CBR system is shown in Figure 1 . A set of new problem requirements serves as an index to a memory of past cases. The requirements are matched with the cases, and those cases that are in some way similar or relevant to the requirements are retrieved from the memory. These cases then need to be adapted to the new problem situation, resulting in a solution to the new problem. Finally, the resulting solution is stored in the case memory, allowing the system to learn as it experiences new situations.
In most previous work on case-based design, the adaptation of a design case is formalised using knowledgebased and heuristic techniques (see [2] , for example). However, using these techniques implies that large amounts of domain knowledge have to be incorporated into the system, and all possible adaptation scenarios must be foreseen and recognised, in order for the adaptation to result in feasible solutions.
Figure 1.
The case-based reasoning cycle
In our current work we propose the use of Genetic Algorithms (GA's) [3] to perform design case adaptation. These algorithms have several advantages with respect to most knowledge-based reasoning algorithms: they require less domain knowledge in order to operate, while still producing "feasible" results; they are more dynamic in that they are not limited to describing design cases using a predefined scheme with a fixed set and a fixed number of variables; and they are more flexible in that they can combine bits and pieces from several past experiences in order to solve a new problem, a capability that seems necessary for creative design [4] .
Conceptual design of structural systems
The conceptual design of structural systems for buildings is still largely unsupported by computer-aided design. Early efforts in applying AI techniques to structural design, eg. HI-RISE [5] , identified AI as an alternative approach to computer support for design to the more conventional finite element analysis or optimisation techniques. However, the use of AI techniques in the professional practice of conceptual structural design has not eventuated. This does not necessarily mean that AI does not hold promise as a conceptual design aid, but that there needs to be more focus on the nature of the computer support and the amount of effort needed in developing and maintaining the support systems.
Case-based reasoning as a support environment for conceptual design of structural systems is attractive for two reasons:
1. the knowledge is represented as design cases that can be proprietary and/or familiar to the engineering consultant, and 2. the knowledge as case memory can be maintained and updated automatically with the use of the system.
The application of case-based reasoning to structural design, eg. CASECAD and CADSYN [5] , has shown that the development of these case-based reasoning systems has to take into consideration the representation of design cases and the representation of the knowledge needed to adapt the design. In this paper we minimise the need for extensive generalised knowledge for design case adaptation by using a knowledge-lean approach, ie. genetic algorithms.
Although the selection of design cases in case memory should be defined with the end user in mind, we have developed a demonstration system using published structural designs. A recent book published through the Council on Tall Buildings [5] provides several case studies of the designs of specific high-rise structures from around the world, described in a mostly-standardised format. These cases provide the basis for illustrating our approach to design case adaptation.
Case Representation and Retrieval
In our system, design cases are represented using the attribute-value formalism, widely used in supporting design problem solving using Artificial Intelligence techniques (eg., [7, 2, 8, 9] ). New design problems are described using the same formalism: attribute-value pairs that describe requirements on the features of the new design. Additional information might also be part of a case representation, such as graphical representations, text annotations, etc. (eg., see [7] ). However, this additional information would help the user's understanding of a design case, rather than being useful for automated reasoning, so they won't be included in the example below. In order to facilitate more flexible and efficient memory retrieval (eg., see [9] ), the attributes used to describe the memory items have been categorised into four classes, context, function, behaviour, and structure (a scheme adapted from Gero's design prototypes [10] ).
Determining the relevance of a design case to the current problem-solving situation requires matching the attributevalue pairs in the problem specification with those contained in the design cases. An indexing tree organisation facilitates this matching process and the subsequent retrieval of relevant design cases from memory.
Case Adaptation
We use a simple genetic algorithm to perform case adaptation. Genetic Algorithms (GAs) (see [3] ) provide an alternative to traditional search techniques by simulating mechanisms found in genetics. Three notions are borrowed from biological systems:
• the phenotype, which can be a living organism for biological systems or a design solution for design systems; • the genotype, which is a way of representing or encoding the information which is used to produce the phenotype; and • the survival of the fittest, which determines whether a genotype survives to reproduce.
In GA systems the genotype is usually represented as a binary string whose length varies with each application. For example, a genotype may look like: 001001101. The genotype representation allows combination or mutation to occur in order to construct better strings. Some measure of fitness is applied to each string after combination and mutation to determine which strings participate in generating the next generation of the population.
A simple genetic algorithm considers a population of n strings and applies the operators: reproduction (or selection), crossover, and mutation in order to create the next generation. Reproduction is a process in which strings are copied according to their fitness function. Crossover is a process in which the newly reproduced strings are mated at random and each pair of strings partially exchanges information. Mutation is the occasional random alteration of the value of one of the bits in a string.
A genetic algorithm starts with a population of potential problem solutions, represented as genotypes. The partially-matching retrieved design cases provide the initial (seed) population for the genetic algorithm. The attributevalue representation of cases can be reinterpreted and used in the context of our genetic algorithm as follows. We consider the attributes used in the description of a case to be equivalent to genes. Thus, the collection of attributes used to describe a specific building corresponds to the building's genotype. The values that are associated to each attribute in the description of a case represent the structural or behavioural embodiment, in a specific building, of a general design feature. We thus consider the set of attribute values that make up a case description to be a phenotype.
Our genetic algorithm operates on individual buildings' genotypes by randomly mating and mutating them, detecting any changes in the corresponding phenotypes, determining if any of the resulting phenotypes is good enough to represent a solution to the problem being solved, and repeating the process if not. Each phenotype is a potential solution to the design problem being solved. New potential solutions to the problem are generated through the transformations of known phenotypes.
The first step required in the genetic algorithm is to convert the case representation of a building, which can be considered to be its phenotype, into a genotype representation of it. This genotype representation can be manipulated using the traditional genetic algorithm operators of crossover and mutation. The offspring genotypes resulting from this can be converted back into phenotype form by assigning values to the genes in the genotypes. This results in new case-like descriptions that represent new potential solutions to the design problem being solved. The new phenotypes are evaluated to determine their feasibility as solutions to the design problem, and as potential "parents" for the next cycle (if any) of the genetic algorithm, and the process can be repeated, continuing until a satisfactory solution is found. Figure 2 shows the flow chart followed by the genetic algorithm we are using for case adaptation.
The following sections discuss the issues and considerations that have to be taken into account during the execution of the subtasks of the genetic algorithm, in the context of a design example. 
Example Design
For this example we consider the design of an office building in Mexico City, where the subsoil is mostly mud and clay due to the city having been built in the site of an ancient lake. The specifications of the new design are for 63 stories, making it the tallest building in Mexico City, but we would like each story to be relatively short in order to keep the total height as small as possible, since the building will be located in an earthquake zone. This location also implies the building has to satisfy certain earthquake-load carrying capabilities. The specifications also require 10 metres between building columns. The attribute-value pairs representing the design requirements are the following: The NationsBank-Corporate-Center case is designated Building-1, and the Taj-Mahal-Hotel case is designated Building-2, in the subsequent discussion. We can compare the problem requirements with the retrieved cases to see that Building-1 matches the specifications on the attributes Foundation-conditions and Number-of-stories. The attributes pertaining to the earthquake-load resisting capability of the building also match. In other words, it is a building approximately as tall as the one we are interested in designing, the subsoil conditions in which it is located match those of the site that the building being designed is to occupy, and it has something important to tell us about how to resist earthquake loads similar to those expected for the new design. With respect to the second case retrieved, the value of Story-height inBuilding-2 is quite similar to the one specified by the user, and is quite small for a highrise building, which probably makes it a critical attribute. In other words, this second building has something important to tell us about how to deal with short floor-tofloor heights.
The two retrieved cases can be used to create an initial population for the genetic algorithm. Note that only two individuals, which is a very small number, are being considered to be in the initial population only for illustrative purposes, but probably more cases would partially match the requirements for this example problem, and thus more individuals would be included in the seed population, were we to try to solve the problem with a system containing a reasonably-sized case base. The genetic algorithm will be used to transform the two retrieved cases in ways that will generate potential solutions to the overall problem we specified. In order to do this, the first step is to convert the cases to genotype form, as described in the following section.
Phenotype-Genotype Mapping
The attributes' values that are used to represent a case together can be thought of, in genetic terms, as the phenotype of the building described by that case. However, the genetic processes in our algorithm such as crossover and mutation operate on genotypes rather than phenotypes. Thus, the genotype is formulated by stripping the design case of the values in the attribute-value pairs.
The context and function attributes in the problem requirements, and their values, describe unchangeable aspects of the design. For instance, if the designer starts out to design a building to be located in Sydney Harbour (a contextual attribute) and to be used as an Opera House (a functional attribute), then these requirements are unlikely to be altered as the design proceeds. On the other hand, experimentation on the effects of using different alternative behavioural and structural attributes and values is typical during real-world design (a process known as exploration, see eg. [4] ). Because of these two observations, in our algorithm crossover and mutation do not operate on context and function attributes, only on behaviour and structure attributes, and therefore phenotype-to-genotype mapping strips these attributes away before producing the genotypes to be processed by the genetic algorithm.
Another important point is that crossover and mutation are generally "blind" operators that manipulate strings of symbols without paying attention to the semantics of those symbols. A binary representation scheme for genotypes is used that assigns a different combination of 0's and 1's to each possible gene, and appends them together in order to represent adjacent genes in a genotype. The design cases in our case memory include 40 possible behaviour and structure attributes to describe a design case; therefore we use six bits to represent each gene. Since six bits can represent 64 different combinations of 0's and 1's, and since only 40 are needed, the "extra" combinations can be assigned to some of the attributes that have already been assigned one combination. The attributes that are to be assigned two, rather than one, combination of six bits can be chosen to maximise the frequency of the mutation operator (described in detail below) resulting in more interesting genotypes.
The following table illustrates the binary representation scheme for attributes (genes) described above. Note that the mapping described by the table is bi-directional, in that each attribute has at least one combination of six 0's and 1's assigned to it, and each possible combination of six 0's and 1's is associated to one and only one attribute. Figure 3 shows the genotype representations of the two cases retrieved in the example being developed in this section, which are the two genotypes initially in the population of the genetic algorithm. Note that in the actual implementation of the genetic algorithm, these genotypes will be strings of 0's and 1's, as described above; the figure shows the symbolic version of the genotype, rather than the binary one, for clarity. Only some of the attributes given in the abbreviated versions of the two cases (presented above) are shown in the figure. 
Genotypes corresponding to the cases retrieved in the example
Several explanations about Figure 3 are relevant. First, there are two FT (Footing-type) genes in the genotype for Building-1 because the building has two values for the Footing-type attribute, and thus two "place holders" are required in the genotype. Second, the order in which genes appear within a genotype is important (and if there are multiple occurrences of a given gene they adjacent in the genotype), since the crossover operator's functioning depends on this assumption. Of course, if the value for a particular attribute is not known or not available for a given building, then the gene corresponding to that attribute will not appear at all in the genotype representation of the building. All these assumptions lead to the fact that the genotypes for different buildings will probably have different lengths and will not necessarily contain all of the same genes.
Finally, the genotype for Building-1 includes an FB gene, representing the Floor--beams "attribute," and the genotype for Building-2 includes an FTr gene, representing the Floor--trusses "attribute." These "attributes" are in fact collections of attributes describing the floor subsystem of the buildings. The reason for representing the whole floor subsystem as an individual gene is that otherwise the crossover operator might mate one building that has beams in its floor subsystem with one building that uses trusses for its floor subsystem, to produce offspring in which the floor subsystem is described using the attributes Beam-span, Beam-material, Truss-spacing, and Truss-depth, for example. A design like this would be illogical, since a floor subsystem should be composed of either beams or trusses, but not both (and especially not both types, with each one only partially specified). This can be avoided by grouping together, in all individuals in the population, all the attributes that have to be together, thus allowing either only beam attributes or only truss attributes to occur in the offspring resulting from crossover. This is achieved by treating the whole floor subsystem's collection of attributes as an individual gene; therefore only six bits will be used to represent all of the attributes of such subsystems together.
Crossover
Once each retrieved case has been mapped onto its genotype form, and all the genotypes placed together in the genetic algorithm's mating pool, crossover can be performed. Randomly paired individuals from the population have their genes combined, given randomly-chosen crossover points within their genotypes, in order to produce pairs of offspring genotypes. These randomly-chosen crossover points, however, must occur between genes rather than within genes; in other words, they can only occur at six-bit intervals within the parent genotypes, as otherwise crossover could result in the offspring having genes that none of the parents had, a capability that is reserved for the mutation operator (described below). In the example problem, we have only two genotypes in the seed population. If these genotypes are mated, and the crossover point randomly chosen to come after the FT (Footing-type) gene in each genotype, the resulting offspring genotypes will be the ones shown in Figure 4 .
Note in Figure 4 that since the crossover point was chosen to come after the FT (Footing-type) gene, and since Building-1's genotype contains two FT genes, then the crossover point is taken to come after the last instance of the FT gene. As can be seen by comparing Figures 3 and 4 , one of the effects of crossover is that individuals can be created that have novel combinations of genes, and whose genotypes have different lengths, compared to those of their parents. This is important because it means that the form of the offspring problem solutions generated through crossover is not limited by the form of the parent solutions, thus leading to the exploration of a larger variety of forms in the potential solutions proposed for the design problem. Offspring resulting from crossing the genotypes shown in Figure 3 
Mutation
After crossover has been performed, mutation can occur by flipping a randomly-chosen bit within a randomly-chosen genotype from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 0. In genetics, mutation does not occur very frequently, and certainly not in every "cycle" of reproduction nor to every individual in the population. The exact frequency of mutation to be used in the genetic algorithm will have to be determined empirically, depending on its utility in producing genotypes/phenotypes that tend towards feasibility as solutions to the design problem being solved. Assuming Offspring-12 from Figure 4 is selected for mutation, and the second FT (Footing-type) gene becomes a TM (Truss-material) gene after changing the value of a randomly-chosen bit in the genotype representation. Figure  5 shows the symbolic version of the mutated genotype, Offspring-12'. Note that the system itself will not know what attribute a newly-mutated gene corresponds to until the genotype-to-phenotype mapping is performed, as the process of mutation pays no attention to the semantics of the genotypes it operates on. As can be seen by comparing Figures 3 and 5 , one of the possible effects of mutation is that individuals can be created that have genes in their genotypes that none of their parents had. Another possibility is that the offspring will have multiple occurrences of particular genes which in their parents' genotypes occurred less times, thus allowing the offspring's phenotype to consist of more than one value for the attribute corresponding to that gene. Like for crossover,
Genotype-Phenotype Mapping
After the crossover and mutation, an inverse mapping is performed in which the value for each gene (attribute) in the genotypes is determined. A prioritized inheritance scheme is used in which the value of a gene for the first offspring of a crossover is inherited from the value of the first parent in the reproduction. If the first parent did not have a value for the attribute, then the value is inherited from the second parent. If the second parent did not have a value for the attribute, then one is chosen at random from among the range of values defined in all designs in case memory. Figure 6 shows this prioritized value-assignment scheme.
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Prioritized inheritance of attribute values for genotype-phenotype mapping
In addition to deciding the values for the attributes present in the genotypes that describe the new offspring, the context and function attributes from the problem specification also form part of the description of the new design. Using the value inheritance scheme described above, the context and function attributes (and their values) from the specification of the problem shown at the beginning of this example, the genetic algorithm evaluates the following two designs. Next to the value for each attribute is an indication of where the value of that attribute originated: PS indicates the problem specification, B1 indicates Building-1, B2 indicates Building-2, and M indicates memory. Because only some attributes from the original cases have been used in the examples, the potential solutions shown here are also abbreviated versions of their "real" counterparts. 
Evaluation/Selection
Analysing the two potential solutions generated above at a glance, it is apparent that Offspring-12 represents a good solution to the design problem. It is a tall building with nearly the same number of stories as that indicated in the problem specifications and has the right type of footing for the foundation conditions present in the new design's building site. On the other hand, Offspring-21 is not that good. It is a short building and has footings which may not be appropriate for the mudstone conditions in the foundation. This sort of analysis is formalised as a fitness function in genetic algorithms.
Two types of considerations are used to measure a solution's fitness in our genetic algorithm: the problem requirements and general structural design constraints. Both types of fitness are represented as constraints and fitness is measured by the number of constraints violated. The solution is feasible if none of the constraints are violated, therefore the goal of the GA is to minimise constraint violations.
Fitness is measured using the following formula, where F represents the fitness of a proposed solution, R represents the number of features of the solution that do not match with features indicated in the problem requirements, and C represents the number of domain constraints violated by the solution:
Some constraints are unary, involving one attribute and its value, and some are binary involving the relationship between two attributes and their values. Some of the constraints relevant to the example are: Constraint-1:
(and (= Foundation-conditions clay) (= Footing-type mat)) Constraint-2: (= Number-of-stories 63) Constraint-3: (= Story-height 2.7) Constraint-4:
(and (= Building-height X) (= Number-of-stories Y) (= Story-height X/Y)) Constraints 1 and 4 shown above are domain constraints, whereas constraints 2 and 3 are requirements constraints. All newly generated phenotypes can be assigned a number corresponding to the number of constraints that it violates. This number represents the phenotype's fitness as a solution to the design problem. Before the next cycle of the genetic algorithm commences, a certain percentage (eg., 85%) of the "best" individuals (those with the smallest number of violated constraints) can be maintained in the population, and the others can be culled.
Current State of the System
We have implemented the algorithms and ideas described above in a system called GENCAD (GENetic Case ADaptation). The system currently has 61 cases obtained from Kowalczyk et al [6] in its case memory. GENCAD also has 14 domain constraints in its memory that, together with a specific design problem's requirements, can be used to determine the fitnesses of the individuals in its population.
In order to test our ideas we generated a test problem that consists of four design requirements, one for each of our four categories of attributes. The four requirements in this test problem were manually compared with the 61 cases in memory, from which we found that a total of 19 of the cases partially matched (ie., matched at least one of and at most three of) the requirements. These 19 partiallymatching cases were used to seed GENCAD's genetic algorithm.
The fitnesses of the individuals in the initial population were all either 1 or 2. Figure 7 shows a graph of the average fitness and minimum fitness of the individuals in the population as the genetic algorithm operated on the test problem.
From Figure 7 we can see that in this particular execution of the genetic algorithm GENCAD converged to a solution to the test problem in seven GA iterations. The graph also shows that the quality of the solutions proposed by the algorithm increases monotonically (as the average fitness decreases also monotonically). Thus, though the random nature of the GA may result in proposing unusual, and thus creative, solutions to the problem, if these do not approach being good solutions they are quickly culled from the population. In this particular execution of GENCAD there was also a series of iterations in which both the average and the best fitness of the individuals in the population was 1 (between generations 3 and 6, inclusive), which means that all of the individuals had a fitness of 1 for a few iterations. This implies that convergence to a good solution is eventually possible even when, during several consecutive iterations, all of the individuals in the population are equally bad.
Figure 7.
Average and best fitnesses of the individuals in the test problem
Conclusions
In this paper we presented a genetic algorithm approach to design case adaptation. The approach provides a method for combining and changing design cases that requires little domain knowledge. The advantage of this approach for the conceptual design of structural systems is the lack of formal knowledge for guiding design case adaptation. Usually the information at the conceptual design stage is not sufficient for an engineering analysis to determine feasibility and it is difficult to generalise the knowledge for proposing feasible modifications to existing design cases.
The preliminary results of our genetic algorithm approach indicate two possible research directions: the evaluation of conceptual designs and the representation of complex systems as genotypes. The evaluation of conceptual designs is done in our system using a set of constraints. These constraints only consider the information available in the case description, making it difficult to provide comprehensive evaluation of feasibility. Other approaches to evaluating fitness without extensive constraints or engineering analysis could be done using a neural network approach where the emphasis is on pattern matching rather than on domain formalisation.
The representation of complex systems as genotypes has been resolved in our system by coding only the high level attributes of a building description. A more comprehensive approach is to divide the building description into subsystems and develop a hierarchical representation of the genotype/phenotype. This would allow the operations of crossover and mutation to combine and transform subsystems in addition to the high level description.
